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Workbook Answer Key UNIT 7

Exercise 1
 1. black   2. white   3. blue   4. red

Exercise 2
 1. e   2. a   3. g   4. b   5. c   6. f   7. d

Exercise 3
Answers will vary.

Exercise 4. 
 1. can’t stand looking   2. decided to repaint   3. discuss 
making   4. suggested taking    5. practice painting    
 6. need to learn   7. don’t mind trying   8. chose to give   
 9. didn’t seem to like   10. enjoys painting   11. plan to 
paint   12. ‘d like to paint

Exercise 5
 1. to get, relaxing   2. to miss, exciting   3. to go, boring   
 4. tapping, annoying   5. watching, depressing   
 6. exercising, enjoyable

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.

Exercise 7
 2. bored with doing   3. sad about spending   
 4. complained about working   5. afraid of making   
 6. apologize for finishing   7. talking about giving

Exercise 8 
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9 
 1. They are cheerful and calm and able to cope 
with difficulties easily.   2. They are more emotional 
experiencing higher highs and lower lows.   3. There’s no 
way to put people in a lab and watch them develop.   
 4. Experts believe our personalities come from 
environment and genes.   5. Answers will vary. 

Exercise 10
 1. E   2. C   3. A   4. D   5. B    

Exercise 11
Answers will vary.

Exercise 12
 1. Astrology teaches us that the day you were born 
influences your personality.   2. Aries, Gemini, Virgo, 
Taurus, Libra   3. Sagittarius, Capricorn, Leo, Aquarius   
 4. Answers will vary.   5. Answers will vary.

GRAMMAR BOOSTER

Exercise A
 1. to do / doing   2. to play / playing   3. to study / 
studying   4. to ride   5. cooking   6. to watch / watching
 7. drinking

Exercise B 
 1. B: He hates to leave his friends.   2. A: I refuse to make 
dinner tonight.  B: I don’t mind going out to eat.  
 3. A: Have you and Peter discussed buying a house?   
B: We would like to find something bigger.   4. A: I didn’t 
expect to see you tonight.   B: I decided to come at the 
last minute. 

Exercise C 
 1. b   2. c   3. a   4. a   5. b   6. a   7. b

Exercise D

 Usually I don’t mind studying, but last night I was so 

sick of do homework that I decided to go out with 

Amy. She felt like go to the movies. I suggested a new 

romantic comedy that I’m excited about to see. But 

Amy said she can’t stand romantic movies and 

suggested to watch an action movie instead. To me, 

watch violence is not appealing. So, finally, we agreed 

trying an animated film from Japan. We both found it 

really enjoyable. We’re planning rent some other anime 

films to watch this weekend. 

Exercise E 
 1. exercising   2. not having   3. working   4. using   5. not 
buying   6. not telling   7. painting, not looking   8. not 
spending   9. not eating 

WRITING BOOSTER

Exercise A
 1. c   2. a   3. b or c   4. b  5. a   6. c

Exercise B 
Answers will vary.

Exercise C 
Answers will vary.

Note: In communicative exercises where several answers are possible, this answer key contains some examples of 
correct answers, not all possible answers. Any valid answer in this type of exercise should be considered acceptable.
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